By any measure, 2018 was an extraordinary year for the School of Communication. We welcomed visionary faculty, shaped new graduate curricula, launched exciting partnerships, and mounted the largest event in our history. CommFest 2018, held April 20 and 21, drew 2,800 friends to the Evanston campus for a weekend of learning, reunion, and celebration—culminating in “A Starry Night,” the alumni-packed variety show hosted by Stephen Colbert (C86, H11). The spirit of the weekend will reverberate for generations.

In the show’s opening number, Broadway standouts Stephanie D’Abruzzo (C93) and Ana Gasteyer (C89) sang “Comin’ Together,” an original song by Michael Mahler (C04) and Alan Schmuckler (C05). Backed by an enthusiastic student ensemble, that performance set the tone for the evening: friends old and new uniting to celebrate the good fortune of calling Northwestern our home.

The title is a fitting motto for the school and the past year, as everything seems to be comin’ together: cross-disciplinary collaborations in the communication sciences; advancements in our new-works creation programs; student leadership in the arts, as in last winter’s mainstage production of Vinegar Tom (above); and plans for our new MFA program in acting and the downtown Chicago media and performing arts center that will house it (stay tuned for updates). None of these achievements would be possible without the generosity and imagination of our School of Communication family. When we come together, we can accomplish anything.
TOGETHER IN MOVEMENT

Each year, dance program director Joel Valentín-Martínez assembles a new cohort of internationally recognized choreographers to work with students ahead of the program’s annual winter concert, Danceworks. “I like to find choreographers who bring poetics to the work but also challenge the dancers’ stamina,” says Valentín-Martínez. “For young up-and-coming dancers, especially in a university setting, you want to be able to give them a hint of what’s out there professionally.”

One such choreographer is Nejla Yatkin, who created “On the Eve of…” (above) for Danceworks 2018, @Hi-Speed. She set out to explore how societal constraints continue to impact women and how ownership of female narratives can fight oppression. To do this, Yatkin sought students’ vital input—starting with their journaling and leading to their creating movement together. “In the end, it was very collaborative choreography,” says Valentín-Martínez, “and that included listening to the voices of the performers.”

He adds that this thrilled the students, who loved Yatkin’s approach to the process. But she didn’t hold back on the technical and physical rigors the piece required.

“We ask the students to look at this work not as a hobby but as a precursor to what the dance world demands,” says Valentín-Martínez, “and to understand how the collaborative conversation triggers movement.”
The Northwestern University Center for Audiology, Speech, Language, and Learning opened its doors in January 2015 with a mission of serving the greater Evanston community through excellence in clinical care, cutting-edge research, and student development. Before its launch, NUCASLL’s services had been siloed in three independent clinics within the Roxelyn and Richard Pepper Department of Communication Sciences and Disorders: learning disabilities, audiology, and speech-language pathology.

“Pulling those areas together under one roof meant we could make a bigger impact both in the community and at Northwestern,” says Denise Eisenhauer, NUCASLL’s director of speech, language, and learning services. “The merger made the clinic a backdrop for all the research that’s happening in the department and paved the way for significant growth.” Today that growth encompasses more than 9,000 patient visits a year, involvement in studies and clinical assistance by nearly all tenure-track faculty, higher-caliber students matriculating, and a better infrastructure for disseminating translational research. More involved than ever in community building through free hearing screenings and partnerships with area care providers, the center serves patients of all ages (including children, such as those above with clinical instructor and lecturer Molly Aceves). “It’s been wonderful to see how NUCASLL’s multidisciplinary work and new partnerships have flourished since our opening,” says Eisenhauer, “and how our patients can thrive as a result.”
**COMMUNITIES GATHERING TOGETHER**

Playwright, actor, and Academy Award–winning screenwriter Tarrell Alvin McCraney (left) penned his play *In the Red and Brown Water* amid an emotional tempest. His mother had battled drug addiction and was sick as a result of HIV when McCraney was hoping to begin college. Despite agonizing reservations, he enrolled at DePaul University—and his mother died a month after he graduated. “I’ve always regretted that decision,” he says. “It’s haunted me my entire life.” Writing the play was his way of confronting the guilt.

McCraney experienced a catharsis last fall when he attended Northwestern’s mainstage production of the play as a guest of the 2018 Lambert Family Conference, “Black Arts International: Temporalities and Territories.” “What was so thrilling about seeing this play was that I had forgotten that was what caused me to write it,” he said in a discussion moderated by communication studies assistant professor Aymar Jean Christian (right). “Something in the way this incredible production came about just went to the root of that decision.” The student cast was equally thrilled to perform for McCraney, winner of a 2017 Oscar for *Moonlight*, the film he coadapted from his play *In the Moonlight Black Boys Look Blue*. The five-day conference gathered artists, scholars, researchers, and students from Northwestern and beyond to explore the culture of creation in black communities worldwide. It was organized by Carlos Montezuma Professor of Performance Studies E. Patrick Johnson and sponsored by the Lambert Family Conference Fund, established through a generous donation from the Lambert Family Foundation.

*Give every year, make a difference every day.*
EXPERIENCING TOGETHER

Productions at the Virginia Wadsworth Wirtz Center for the Performing Arts are typically directed by faculty, alumni, and guest artists. Yet a big perk for our undergraduate actors is working with MFA directing candidates, who are early enough in their careers to be relatable mentors but experienced enough to demonstrate sound creative judgment. This was the case for the students featured in last spring’s *Fairy Tale Lives of Russian Girls* (above), directed by Caitlin Lowans.

“I really wanted to tell a story about young women who were the age of the actors themselves and the heroes of their own stories,” says Lowans, who directed the show as a third-year graduate student and is now artistic director of Theatreworks at University of Colorado–Colorado Springs. “This campus is so rich in female actors, and I wanted to choose a story that showed them as strong and powerful and capable of shaping their own narratives.”

Meg Miroshnik’s play follows a young woman returning to her native Russia in the post-Communist era. Highly stylized and subversive, the story dances between folktale and reality to deliver a stark message about the female experience: it doesn’t always end “happily ever after.”

“As a director, I’m always responding to something,” says Lowans. “I love conversation, I love exchange, I love dialectic.” And in stagings of works both new and established, artistic give-and-take is essential for our students’ growth.
When theatre professor and director Rives Collins and senior lecturer and playwright Laura Schellhardt workshopped *Ever in the Glades* in summer 2016, its future was as uncertain as that of the scrappy teens at the story’s center. Schellhardt’s play was only half-written when she and Collins took part in the Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts’ annual New Visions/New Voices new play workshop. Depicting five teenagers on a fictional Florida island and their quest to escape the clutches of alligators and their own insidious parents, the show was an early hit among the two faculty members’ theatrical peers. The Kennedy Center then invited Northwestern to return with a completed play starring undergraduate actors (from left, Mariah Copeland, Kori Alston, Ryan Foreman, Robert Cunningham, and Bryan Eng).

*Ever in the Glades* ran for one June 2018 weekend at the Kennedy Center’s Family Theater after premiering at the Wirtz Center in May. The experience was transformative for faculty and students alike, fostering opportunities for budding leaders to get a taste of life in professional theatre. For example, Allie Woodson (C18) codirected the production with Collins.

“It’s far more useful for students to actually develop—rather than just talk about—discipline, creativity, and stamina through active engagement in the profession,” says Schellhardt. “Many of these students will become my professional colleagues one day. It’s heartening to watch that process begin now.”
The Oscar-nominated documentary *I Am Not Your Negro* showcases the work of American writer and social critic James Baldwin. Directed by Raoul Peck (right), the film attempts to finish Baldwin's incomplete manuscript about the deaths of his friends Martin Luther King Jr., Malcolm X, and Medgar Evers. Yet, as Peck pointed out after an October 2017 screening at the Mary and Leigh Block Museum of Art, it’s as much about today as it is about the upheaval of the late ’60s. “In times of despair, it’s always good to go back to Baldwin,” said Peck, the School of Communication’s 2018 Hoffman Visiting Artist, “because you will always find a solution or a way forward.”

Peck had unprecedented access to Baldwin’s estate, which included letters and unpublished works that the filmmaker used to piece together a narrative—a process that took him 10 years. The film demonstrates Baldwin’s pre-science on matters of politics, popular culture, and shifting societal norms.

The Q&A was moderated by radio/television/film professor Miriam Petty (center), director of the screen cultures doctoral program, and Kyle Henry (left), associate professor and interim director of the MFA program in documentary media. The event was funded by a generous gift from Jane Steiner Hoffman and Michael Hoffman as well as former Graduate School dean Dwight McBride.

“It’s such a remarkable film,” said Petty during the Q&A, “It’s like a Baldwin text. Every time I see it, I see something new.”
TOGETHER ACROSS BORDERS

Being a theatre major at Northwestern has its fringe benefits. For the second year running, the American Music Theatre Project collaborated with the Royal Conservatoire of Scotland on two new thematically linked musicals that premiered at the Edinburgh Festival Fringe. Select students, faculty, and staff spent more than a month in the Scottish capital rehearsing and performing Legacy: A Mother’s Song and Legacy: The Book of Names, which both won praise from the local press. The shows featured a mix of Northwestern undergraduate and RCS master’s-level actors.

“Northwestern alumni Jonathan Bauerfeld (BSM16) and Casey Kendall (C16) wrote Legacy: The Book of Names, which examined a day in the life of immigrants at Ellis Island in the 1920s, a period of unsurpassed open immigration in the United States,” says AMTP producing director Brannon Bowers (C15). “The experience expands and fulfills AMTP’s and the music theatre certificate program’s missions by offering alumni writers a chance to develop professionally and present their own new musical, and by offering our students a unique international learning experience in how to be a creative performer.”

Through these and other increasingly commonplace professional collaborations, our students are discovering what it means to actively contribute to the creative marketplace. “More than that,” adds Bowers, “students learn to become better and more conscious citizens of the world.”

Give every year, make a difference every day.
Bonnie Martin-Harris, the Alice Gabrielle Twight Professor in the Roxelyn and Richard Pepper Department of Communication Sciences and Disorders and the School of Communication’s associate dean for academic affairs, is a leading researcher in dysphagia (swallowing disorders). This pervasive condition, often the byproduct of stroke and head and neck cancers, affects more than 1 in 25 adults annually. Martin-Harris’s standardized diagnostic tool for assessing dysphagic patients is now widely used to target interventions. In 2004, amid that research, she first invited an interdisciplinary group of experts to gather at what became the Charleston Swallowing Conference. In July 2018, the seaside met the lakeside when the two-day conference came to Evanston for the first time.

“Research communities can be insular, but this conference is designed to be interdisciplinary,” she says. “I’ve always been passionate about giving clinicians the access they need to make new discoveries, which will invariably lead to optimized outcomes in patients.” More than 800 dysphagia experts from 15 countries came to Northwestern, the conference’s biggest turnout yet.

Pictured on the screen behind Martin-Harris at the conference was the late Jerilyn A. Logemann, Northwestern’s pioneering dysphagia researcher and Martin-Harris’s former teacher and mentor. “I wouldn’t be doing this if it weren’t for Jeri,” says Martin-Harris. “Everything we do and achieve in the department can be traced back to her foundational work.”

Give every year, make a difference every day.
The art of puppetry is meant to disarm, to disrupt. Often associated with children’s entertainment, the medium has long been an effective tool for increasing audience awareness of topics in politics, history, and social movements. But for Northwestern students, puppetry is also a pivotal theatrical skill that engages them in writing, design, directing, and performance all at once.

“To be multiple things is really exciting for students,” says Dassia Posner, associate professor of theatre and of Slavic languages and literatures and the director of the interdisciplinary PhD program in theatre and drama. “It demonstrates that true collaboration and really paying attention to your material and to your performance partners can create life on stage.”

At Posner’s invitation, Tom Lee—a director, designer, and puppet artist who worked on Broadway’s War Horse—taught a spring-quarter puppetry class as 2018’s Wirtz Visiting Artist. The course culminated in a performance featuring student puppetry (above). “Getting to work with somebody who started out as an actor and went into puppetry, as Lee did, really showed students that you don’t have to be confined to one way of looking at theatre,” says Posner. Through collaborative exercises and creating their own puppets, students were “opened up to experiencing ideas that they might not otherwise have imagined.” The Wirtz Visiting Artist program is made possible by a generous gift from W. Rockwell Wirtz (C75) and Marilyn Queen Wirtz.
The Oregon Shakespeare Festival’s 2018 production of *Oklahoma!* was a glimpse into what might have been. Director Bill Rauch made the Rodgers and Hammerstein musical a celebration of diversity, eschewing a typical white, heteronormative cast as he filled the stage with people of color, transgender actors and characters, and same-sex couples. To costume the show, he tapped veteran designer and Northwestern theatre professor Linda Roethke.

“It was important to him that it be historically accurate,” she says. Oklahoma before statehood had been a refuge for black “boomers” from the South, Native Americans already living on the land, and East Coast cross-dressers in search of freedom. In joining the Union, the state became more conservative, thus losing some of its spirit of tolerance and inclusion. “Bill decided, ‘We are going to tell this story as if this change didn’t happen,’” explains Roethke.

The musical’s text was left largely untouched, save for some pronoun adjustments. What resulted was a buoyant celebration of identity, culture, and authenticity that resonated with audiences, especially young people yearning to see faces and stories that resembled their own.

“*Oklahoma!* was not anything I wanted to do—it was not on my bucket list—but you always have to ask, ‘Why now?’” says Roethke. “I didn’t realize until I was sitting in the audience how profoundly it would affect me. Seeing a genuine love story on stage that celebrated who I was—that was phenomenal.”
## TOGETHER IN NEW INITIATIVES

Inspiration can strike in interesting ways—and unlikely places. In 2015 Dean Barbara O’Keefe visited Abbott Hall on Northwestern’s Chicago campus, where the school’s Center for Communication and Health had just opened. Built long ago as a dormitory, Abbott had operated a large cafeteria on its second floor. O’Keefe happened to stop in and take a look. To her, the cavernous, unused space resembled something entirely different: a theater.

This year the school welcomes its first class of MFA acting students—a select cohort seeking advanced training through Northwestern’s innovative, experientially driven curricular model. The program is directed by Professor Anna Shapiro, the Marjorie Hoffman Hagan, Class of 1934, Chair of Theatre and the Tony Award–winning artistic director of Chicago’s famed Steppenwolf Theatre Company. And the old cafeteria, being converted into a state-of-the-art performing and media arts center, will soon be the program’s home.

For the past decade the school has strategically expanded graduate programs to equip students for success in a rapidly changing professional landscape. Adding an MFA acting program was a vital next step. Housing this program in Chicago, an international hub for bold, experimental theatrical storytelling, will attract new audiences and better position students for creative partnerships with city stakeholders. This MFA program and the Abbott Hall space represent the future of the School of Communication’s pedagogical mission—one that we’d never imagine achieving without you.

---
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Joan Gardiner Paul • Marilyn Perlman (C83, GSESP90, FSM98) • Ruth Perlman (C85) • Marla Persky (C78) • Kay (C63) and Richard (Bus62, L65) Peters • Christopher Pfaff (C87) • Carey (C84) and Josh Pickus • Elizabeth Platt (C89, GC90) and Roger Fuller (KSM89) • John Oliver Priest (C76) • Anne Vandervort Purky (C79) and James Purky (KSM86) • Brad Radulovacki (WCAS83) and Karen Beyer Radulovacki • Erica PreissRegunberg (C79) • Perry Rein (C88, GC89) • Scott Russell Reiter (C95) • Paula Stamler Resnick (WCAS86) • Evelyn Randsell Richer (SESP54) • Sandra Riggs (C65) • Mary Bowman Ritchey (C98) • Ramón Rivera-Servera • William Robb (WCAS66) and Christine Olson Robb (WCAS66) • John Roberts (C61) • William Rogerson and Kathleen Hagerty • Gloria VanVlack Rolighed (C89) and Ronald Rolighed • Jeffrey (C67) and Alison Rosenberg • Richard Rosenzweig (C57) • Robert Rosner and Julie Goldman • Roberta Mary Rotman • Jane Klineman Salentine (C91) and Thomas Salentine (KSM96) • Rachel Schaefer (C99) • Stephanie (WCAS89) and Robert Schaeffer • Leslie and Gloria Schaffer • Jay Scharer (WCAS85) • Thomas Michael Schnecke (GC97) • Lisa Schneider-Fabes • Donald Schneidman and Wendy Stevens • Rosemary Schnell (WCAS54) • Hedda Adler Schwartz (C69) • Allen Shaw (C66) • Craig Shemin (C88) and Stephanie D’Abruzzo (C93) • Daniela Sikora (BMS80) • Richard and Barbara Silverman • Alice Tell Simon (C77) and Andrew Simon • Dean Preston Smith (FMS93) and Mary Dana Chamblee-Smith • William Smith (C63) and Cindy Kirchner Smith • John and Deborah Sobel • Rich Sondheimer and Jane Rissman • Lindsey Bryce Spohler (C17) • Zachary Clyde Spohler (C17) • Michael (C79) and Heidi Spound • Steven Stark (C82) • Elaine Rosenthal Steinman (C59) • Lewis Stewart Foundation • Leslie Struggles (C71) • Sandra Solomon Sweet (C68) • Lauren D. W. Tatar (C88) and Scott Borstein • Ellie (C78, GC81) and Samuel Telzer • Thau Family Trust • Kristine Strunk Tibbetts (WCAS89) • William Hayward Tobey (C81) and Elizabeth Ness Tobey • Bradford and Susan Toussaint • Tim Michael Turk (KSM93) and Francine Turk (WCAS90, KSM97) • Emma Velez-Lopez • Brijetta Hall Waller (C94) and Parker Waller (KSM99, FSM07) • Ernest Wei (KSM83) and Penny Florshiem Wei • Emanuel Christopher Welch (C93) • David (C89, GJ93) and Alison Whitlock • Donald Williams (C55) • Beclee Newcomer Wilson (C63) and John Wilson (WCAS60) • Mary Swig Wilson (GC68) • Heather Winch (C82, KSM98) • Joan Winter (C67) • Cate Lawrence Wolfen • Richard and Karen Wolfen • Sybil (C57) and Shelby (WCAS57, L59) Yastrov • Judy Yordon (GC70) • Anne McCulloch Young (C69) • Carol Yumkas (C81) • Dennis Zacek (GC65, GC70) and Marcelle McVay (WCAS70) • Pamela Zuel • Zeta Phi Eta Chicago • David Zucker (C86)
Our faculty, students, and alumni continue to spark innovation on stage, in the laboratory, on camera, at the podium, and in clinics. Your generous support enables us to develop groundbreaking approaches to the study of communication.
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Dean Trafelet (C83) • Sadhna Govindarajulu True (WCAS86) • Adam Tucker (C92) • James Tungate (GC70, GC72) • Wendy Turett-Ross • Gregory Uchimura (C77) and Kimberly Peiffer Uchimura (C82) • Nancy Kafesjian Vale (C53, GC54) • Tova Rachel Vance (GC10) • Venky Vankatesh (KSM02) • Ann Varanakis (GC17) • Haleh Vaziri • Sharon Veis (C81, GC83) and Marc Blumenthal • Arjun Vellayappan (WCAS15) • Beverly Potter Verket (C54)† and Richard Verket Jr. • Rodolfo Vieira (GBSM05, BSM06, GBSM14) • Michael Vila • Debra Vinikour (C79) • Alan (C68, GC81) and Sandra Wade • Christopher Martin Wade (C09) • Debra Wagner • Jeffrey Wagner • Aaron Walker • Julian Evan Walker • Margaret Luney Walker (C85) and David Walker • Jennifer Waller • Patricia Hauck Walsh (SESP86) • Brian Walther (C02) and Tammy Uyetake Walther (C01, GJ02) • Carolyn Hopkins Walton (GC75) • Cheryl Lynn Walton (GC75) • Deborah Roxin Waltzer (C78) • Donnajean Christine Ward (GC93) • June Longfellow Warner (C60) and David Warner • Dora Scruggs Washington (GC57) • Babette Sands Weaver (C72, GC73) • Natalie Weber (C54) • Amanda Weier (C94) • William (J82, GJ83) and Joy Weinbaum • Rachel McDonough Weinberg (GC61) • Zachariah Weinstein (C02) • Victor Weisberg • Bradford and Kimberly Welch • Eric Christopher Wellmann (GC98) • Jonathan Wells (WCAS97) and Angela Walter Wells (WCAS97) • Enna Xie Weng (KSM18) • Christie Peterson Wersen (C71) • Devon Dudgeon West (C94) and Michael West • Gail West (C67) • Dawn Westlake (C86) and Bruce Rheins (J81) • David Scott Wexler (WCAS18) • Renee Raab Whitcombe (C84) • John White (C85) • Kelly White and Catherine McHugh White • Peter White (C59) • Annie Whitesel • Carol Wick (C82) • Barbara Wideburg • John Williams Jr. (C50) and Joan Williams • Keta Burke Williams • Kyna Forkins Williams (C05) • Reed Wilson (WCAS11, WCAS11) • Allen Winkler • Elisabeth Stanley Worley (C84) • Mary Worley (G67) • Karen Yan • Franca Yang • Yi Yang • George Yockey and Wyomi Yonzon Yockey • Yvonne Sumie Yoneshige (GC80) • Tracey Yonick (C76) and Richard Lane • Jill Walmsley Zager (GC04) • Susan Zelewski (C97) • Laurie Zerwer (C89) • Jun Zhang (KSM06) • Fuquan Zhao and Dannie Zhu • Olivia Zimmerman

†Deceased
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